Spring has arrived and there are SIGNS of it hidden in the artworks around Joslyn.

- Gallery 7: What would you do if your PICNIC was interrupted by a herd of buffalo?
- Gallery 7: Can you spot the FAWN (baby deer) in this beautiful scenery?
- Gallery 8: What holiday do you think of when you see a DINH YET?
- Gallery 9: When the snow melts, the mountains become the perfect place for LUNCHING AT PESCAD.
- Gallery 9: Are these horses having fun splashing in the SPRING RAIN?
- Asian Art: The color and NEW BLOOM perfectly symbolize spring.
- Spanish Colonial: St. Isidore, the Spanish patron saint of farmers, is front and center as smocks are depicted PLANNING CROPS.

Museum map on the reverse
Galleries 1-5 closed Sunday, February 12, for reinstallation of the European collection. They will reopen on Saturday, May 20.

You may need to use the map to find all the **Signs of Spring!**

How many will you uncover?

Remember to stand at least one foot (12 inches) away from the artwork you are viewing.